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 Acclaimed author Ross Gibson

comes to Perth

  

Following the nation-wide success of his book - The Summer Exercises - author Ross Gibson will 
be visiting Perth from May 28 - 30.

Gibson spent 15 years working with over 100 mysterious crime scene photographs of post-World 
War II Sydney to produce this recent release.

An author, artist, filmmaker and academic, Gibson was facinated to find that no accompanying  
documentation existed for these images, produced by NSW Police in the course of their  
investigations between 1945–1960.

His intrigue inspired him to write The Summer Exercises, blending fiction and non-fiction to suggest 
the stories behind each photograph in the form of diary entries made by a civilian chaplain during 
his summer tenure at Central Street Police Station.

Lovers of crime fiction, archival photography, experimental writing and Australian history will enjoy 
the blending of fictitious entries accompanied by real images of post-war Sydney – each one forming 
a visual reference for richly imagined and experimental storytelling to take place.

Ross Gibson will be available for interviews and will also be presenting a free public lecture at 6pm 
on May 28 at the Webb Lecture Theatre, UWA, Crawley.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Ross Gibson makes books, films and audiovisual installations, working in cultural  
institutions such as the Museum of Sydney and the Australian Centre for the Moving Image. 
His books include: The Diminishing Paradise (1984); South of the West (1992); The Bond 
Store Tales (1996); Exchanges (1996) and Seven Versions of an Australian Badland (2002). 
He is currently Professor of Contemporary Arts at Sydney College of the Arts.


